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Abstract
An improved characteristic set algorithm for solving Boolean polynomial systems is pro-
posed. This algorithm is based on the idea of converting all the polynomials into monic ones
by zero decomposition, and using additions to obtain pseudo-remainders. Three important
techniques are applied in the algorithm. The first one is eliminating variables by new gener-
ated linear polynomials. The second one is optimizing the strategy of choosing polynomial
for zero decomposition. The third one is to compute add-remainders to eliminate the leading
variable of new generated monic polynomials. By analyzing the depth of the zero decompo-
sition tree, we present some complexity bounds of this algorithm, which are lower than the
complexity bounds of previous characteristic set algorithms. Extensive experimental results
show that this new algorithm is more efficient than previous characteristic set algorithms
for solving Boolean polynomial systems.
Keywords: Boolean polynomial system, Characteristic Set method, Computation
complexity, Zero decomposition, Cryptanalysis.
1. Introduction
Solving Boolean polynomial systems, which is solving polynomial systems in the ring
R2 = F2[x1, x2, . . . , xn]/〈x
2
1 + x1, x
2
2 + x2, . . . , x
2
n + xn〉, plays a fundamental role in many
important fields such as coding theory, cryptology, and analysis of computer hardware. To
find efficient algorithms for solving such systems is a central issue both in mathematics
and in computer science. Efficient algebraic algorithms for solving Boolean polynomial sys-
tems have been developed, such as the Gro¨bner basis method (F4, F5) (Brickenstein, 2007;
Fauge`re, 1999, 2002; Fauge`re and Ars, 2003) and the XL algorithm (equivalent to a sub-
optimal version of F4) (Courtois, 2000), and had good performance on solving some polyno-
mial systems generated from cryptanalysis problems (Fauge`re and Joux, 2003). Moreover,
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the asymptotic complexity of solving Boolean polynomial systems, especially the complex-
ity of solving Boolean quadratic polynomial systems, was well studied. The complexity
of Gro¨bner basis algorithms for solving Boolean polynomial systems was investigated in
(Bardet et al., 2003, 2004) by estimating the degree of regularity of the overdetermined
polynomial system {P,H}, where P = {f1, f2, . . . , fm} is the input Boolean polynomial
system and H = 〈x21 + x1, x
2
2 + x2, . . . , x
2
n + xn〉 is the field equations. They presented sev-
eral complexity bounds of the Gro¨bner basis algorithm for semi-regular quadratic systems
when m/n tends to different values. Their results showed that for semi-regular quadratic
systems with n variables and m polynomials, when m ∼ Nn(N > 1/4), the complexity of
the Gro¨bner basis computation is single exponential, when n << m << n2, the complexity
is sub-exponential, and when m ∼ Nn2, with N a constant, the complexity is polynomial.
Furthermore, in (Bardet et al., 2013), Bardet et al. presented a new algorithm to solving
quadratic Boolean polynomial system based on the idea of combining exhaustive search and
sparse linear algebra. Under precise algebraic assumptions which are satisfying with prob-
ability very close to 1, the deterministic variant of their algorithm has complexity bounded
by O(20.841n) when m = n, while a probabilistic variant of their algorithm (Las Vegas type)
has expected complexity O(20.792n), where m is the number of polynomials and n is the
number of variables. Moreover, for input systems without side conditions, the best com-
plexity of solving quadratic Boolean polynomial systems is reached by a fast exhaustive
search algorithm in 4 log2 n2
n bit operations (Bouillaguet et al., 2010).
The characteristic set (CS) method is a tool for studying polynomial, algebraic dif-
ferential, and algebraic difference equation systems (Aubry et al., 1999; Boulier et al., 1995;
Bouziane et al., 2001; Chou, 1988; Chou and Gao, 1990; Dahan et al, 2005; Gao et al., 2007;
Hubert, 2000; Kalkbrener, 1993; Kapur and Wan, 1990; Lazard, 1991; Lin and Liu, 1993;
Moller, 1993; Wang, 1993; Wu, 1986). The idea of the method is reducing equation systems
in general form to equation systems in the form of triangular sets. Then, the zero set of an
equation system can be decomposed into the union of the zero sets of triangular sets. With
this method, solving an equation system can be reduced to solving univariate equations in
cascaded form. The CS method can also be used to compute the dimension, the degree, and
the order for an equation system, to solve the radical ideal membership problem, and to
prove theorems from elementary and differential geometries. In most existing work on CS
methods, the common zeros of the equations are taken in an algebraically closed field which
is infinite. In (Chai et al., 2008; Gao and Huang, 2012), the CS method is extended to solv-
ing the polynomial systems in finite fields. Research about the complexity of the CS method
is rare, and most of the existing results are about the complexity of computing one triangu-
lar set (Gallo and Mishra, 1991; Szanto, 1999). The unique result about the complexity of
the whole zero decomposition process is that for an input Boolean polynomial system with
n variables and m polynomials, the complexity of the top-down characteristic set (TDCS2)
algorithm is bounded by O(2log2(m)n) (Gao and Huang, 2012). Since for most problems, m is
big hence this bound is much worse than the complexity bound of the methods introduced
in last paragraph.
For the CS method, the bottleneck problem that limits its practical efficiency and causes
its high asymptotic complexity is the intermediate expression swell, which is caused from
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computing pseudo-remainders by polynomial multiplications. This problem is effectively
avoided in the CS algorithm MFCS (Multiplication-free CS), which is an algorithm for
solving Boolean polynomial systems, proposed in (Gao and Huang, 2012). Hence the prac-
tical efficiency of MFCS is much better than TDCS2. The mainly idea of MFCS is to use
the properties of F2 to convert the initials of all Boolean polynomials into constant 1 by zero
decomposition, then compute pseudo-remainders by addition. For this algorithm, the princi-
ple factor which effects its efficiency becomes the number of branches, that is the number of
polynomial sets generated in the zero decomposition process. However, in (Gao and Huang,
2012), the authors only introduced the basic algorithmMFCS. Some important techniques,
which were used in the implementation of MFCS and can greatly reduce the number of
branches hence improve the efficiency of the algorithm, were not presented. Moreover, the
complexity of MFCS is unknown, thus how these techniques influence the complexity of
the algorithm is also unknown. Therefore, the motivation of this paper is to estimate the
complexity of the CS algorithms based on the multiplication-free idea, analyze the varia-
tion of the complexity after applying these techniques, improve these techniques, and finally
propose an algorithm which has better theoretical and experimental complexity than the
previous CS algorithms.
In this paper, we propose an algorithm BCS by modifying MFCS with three major
techniques. The first one is adding a simplification process into algorithm, in which we use
the linear polynomials generated in the zero decomposition process to eliminate variables.
The second one is using an alternative choose function to determine the order of choosing
polynomial for zero decomposition. The third one is that in the zero decomposition process,
instead of adding a polynomial I + 1 into the current branch and I into the new generated
branch, we add the add-remainder of I +1 w.r.t. a monic triangular set M into the current
branch and the add-remainder of I w.r.t. M into the new generated branch, where an add-
remainder is the output of a new kind of elimination operation. We define a binary tree called
the zero decomposition tree, and convert the problem of estimating the complexity of BCS
into two problems. The first one is estimating the complexity of solving one branch of the
tree, and the second one is estimating the depth of the tree. For the first problem, we prove
that for BCS the complexity of solving one branch is bounded by O(dm(m+ b) log(n)nd+3),
where d is the degree of the system, m is the number of polynomials, n is the number of
variables, and b is the depth of the zero decomposition tree. For the second problem, we
show that for any choose, b is bounded by m
∑d−1
j=1
(
n
j
)
. Moreover, we introduce a vector
index based on the lowest degree of the non-monic polynomials and monic polynomials,
then by analyzing the variation of the sum of the entries in this vector index after zero
decomposition and other operations, we show that b is bounded by (d − 1)n, if choose
always choose the polynomial with lowest degree, or the polynomial whose initial has lowest
degree. Then for any input system, the complexity of BCS is bounded by O(dm(m +
d − 1) log(n)nd+32(d−1)n). Especially, for quadratic polynomial systems, the complexity of
BCS is bounded by O(n(m + n)2n). When d is small, the complexity bound of BCS is
much lower than that of TDCS2, and comparable with the complexity bounds of other
algorithms. Furthermore, we implemented BCS with C language and tested its efficiency
by solving several groups of Boolean polynomial systems generated from cryptanalysis and
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reasoning problems. We compared the running times of BCS and other algorithms, such
as the MFCS algorithm used in the experiments of (Gao and Huang, 2012), the Gro¨bner
basis algorithm, and the incremented Gro¨bner basis algorithm in Magma V2.20. From the
experimental results, we can observe that BCS is the most efficient one for solving these
polynomial systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the problem
of solving Boolean polynomial systems. In Section 3, the BCS algorithm is proposed. In
Section 4, we prove the correctness ofBCS. In Section 5, we present some complexity bounds
of BCS. In Section 6, we present the experimental results. In Section 7, conclusions are
give.
2. The problem of Solving Boolean Polynomial Systems
Let F2 be the finite field of two elements {0, 1}, and {x1, x2, . . . , xn} be a variable set.
Consider the Boolean polynomial ring R2 = F2[x1, x2, . . . , xn]/〈x
2
1+x1, x
2
2+x2, . . . , x
2
n+xn〉.
A element in R2 is called a Boolean polynomial. In this paper, we consider the following
problem.
The Boolean Polynomial Systems Solving (Boolean PoSSo) Problem
Input: A Boolean polynomial set P = {f1, f2, . . . , fm} ⊆ R2.
Output: Solutions x ∈ Fn2 such that fi(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , m.
Note that, the solutions of Boolean PoSSo problems are all restrained in the filed Fn2 .
Example 1 is a simple example for this problem, and we will use it to illustrate the procedures
of our algorithm in the following parts of this paper.
Example 1 Given a Boolean polynomial system P = {f1, f2, f3} = {(x4+x1x2x3+x1x3)x5+
(x2+1)x3x4+x1x2x3+x2+1, (x4+x1x2x3+x2+1)x5+(x1x2x3+x1)x4+x2x3+x1, x1x3x4x5+
(x1x3 + x2)x4 + x3 + x2 + x1}. The solutions of P for the Boolean PoSSo problem are (1, 0,
1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (0, 1, 0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1, 1).
In the following paragraphs of this paper, unless otherwise stated, for a polynomial
system, we mean a Boolean polynomial system. Moreover, we use n to denote the number
of variables and m to denote the number of polynomials.
Now we show how to use the characteristic algorithms to solve the Boolean PoSSo prob-
lem. First, we introduce some basic notions and notations about the characteristic set
method over F2. For more details, the reader is referred to (Gao and Huang, 2012).
For a Boolean polynomial P ∈ R2, the class of P , denoted as cls(P ), is the largest index
c such that xc occurs in P . If P is a constant, we set cls(P ) to be 0. If cls(P ) = c > 0,
we call xc the leading variable of P , denoted as lvar(P ). The leading coefficient of P as a
univariate polynomial in lvar(P ) is called the initial of P , and is denoted as init(P ). Then,
P can be written as Ixc + U , where I = init(P ), c = cls(P ), and U is a polynomial without
variables xc.
Given a polynomial system P, we use Zero(P) to denote the solutions of this system,
and we call Zero(P) the zero set of P.
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A sequence of nonzero polynomials
A : A1, A2, . . . , Ar
is a triangular set if either r = 1 and A1 = 1, or 0 < cls(A1) < · · · < cls(Ar). A Boolean
polynomial P is called monic, if init(P ) = 1. Moreover, if the elements of a triangular set are
all monic, we call it a monic triangular set. Given a monic triangular set A : A1, A2, . . . , Ar,
we can easily obtain its zero sets. Specifically speaking, for each evaluation of the variables
in {x1, x2, . . . , xn}\{lvar(A1), lvar(A2), . . . , lvar(Ar)}, we can obtain one solution in Zero(A)
by recursive substitution. Hence, we have |Zero(A)| = 2n−r, and n−r is called the dimension
of A.
The characteristic set algorithms proposed in (Gao and Huang, 2012) is to solve the
following zero decomposition problem.
The Boolean Zero Decomposition Problem
Input: A Boolean polynomial set P = {f1, f2, . . . , fm} ⊆ R2.
Output: Monic triangular sets A1,A2, . . . ,Ar, such that Zero(P) =
⋃
i Zero(Ai), and
Zero(Ai) ∩ Zero(Aj) = ∅ for any i 6= j.
Obviously, if one can obtain such monic triangular setsAi, the solutions ofP can be easily
achieved, hence the corresponding Boolean PoSSo problem is solved. Moreover, |Zero(P)| =∑
i 2
n−ri, where ri is the number of polynomials in Ai.
Example 2 For the polynomial system P in Example 1. By the characteristic set method,
we can obtain five monic triangular sets A1 = {x1+1, x2, x3 + x2 +1, x4, x5+ x2 +1},A2 =
{x1 + 1, x2, x3 + 1, x4 + 1, x5 + 1},A3 = {x1 + 1, x2 + 1, x3 + x2, x4 + 1, x5 + 1},A4 =
{x1, x2 + 1, x3, x4 + 1, x5},A5 = {x1, x2, x3, x4 + 1, x5 + 1}, which are the outputs of the
Boolean zero decomposition problem1.
3. An improved Characteristic Set algorithm
In this section, we will introduce the improved characteristic set algorithm BCS. First,
we define a new kind of elimination operation. In the following of this paper, we use tdeg(P )
to denote the total degree of a polynomial, and lm(P ) to denote the leading monomial of P
w.r.t. a monomial order (Cox et al, 1992).
Definition 3 Let P be a polynomial and M be a monic triangular set. First, set P ′ to be
P and M′ to be M. Then repeat the following process until one of the following three cases
happens: (1) P ′ is linear, (2) P ′ is not monic, (3) the classes of the polynomials in M′ are
different from cls(P ′).
Step 1. Find a polynomial Q in M′, such that cls(P ′) = cls(Q);
Step 2. If tdeg(P ′) < tdeg(Q), then replace Q with P ′ in M′;
1By different algorithms, the output triangular sets may be different.
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Step 3. Set P ′ to be P ′ +Q;
When the above process ends, we will obtain a polynomial P ′ and a monic triangular set
M′. We call P ′ the add-reminder of P w.r.t M, denoted by arem(P,M). M′ is called the
reducer sequence of P w.r.t. M, denoted by rseq(P,M).
Obviously, we have Zero(P,M) = Zero(arem(P,M), rseq(P,M)). Now we show the
precise process of BCS
Algorithm 1: BCS
input : A polynomial system P = {f1, f2, . . . , fm}.
output: Monic triangular sets {A1,A2, . . . ,At} such that
Zero(P) = ∪ti=1Zero(Ai) and Zero(Ai) ∩ Zero(Aj) = ∅
1 P∗ ← {P},A∗ ← ∅;
2 while P∗ 6= ∅ do /* P∗ is a group of polynomial sets */
3 Select and remove a polynomial set Q from P∗;
4 Let A and Q∗ be the output of Triset(Q);
5 if A 6= ∅ then A∗ ← A∗ ∪ {A} P∗ ← P∗ ∪Q∗;
6 return A∗.
Algorithm: Simplify
input : A polynomial set P and a monic polynomial set M.
output: A linear triangular set A′, and a nonlinear polynomial set P′ and a monic
polynomial set M′, such that
Zero(P) ∪ Zero(M) = Zero(A′) ∪ Zero(P′) ∪ Zero(M′).
1 A′ ← ∅,P′ ← P,M′ ←M ;
2 if 1 ∈ P′ then return ∅, ∅ and ∅ while P′ has a linear polynomial P = xc + L do
/* cls(P ) = c */
3 P′ = P′ \ {P};
4 Substitute xc with L for the other polynomials in P
′;
5 Suppose M′ = {M1,M2, . . . ,Mk};
6 for i← 1 to k do
7 Substitute xc with L in Mk, and obtain M
′
K ;
8 M′ =M′ \ {Mk};
9 if cls(M ′k) = cls(Mk) and M
′
k is not linear then M
′ ←M′ ∪ {M ′k} else
P′ = P′ ∪ {M ′k}
10 A′ ← A′ ∪ {xc + L};
11 if 1 ∈ P′ then return ∅, ∅, and ∅
12 return A′, P′ and M′.
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Algorithm: AddReduce
input : A monic polynomial set P.
output: A polynomial set P′, and a monic triangular set M′, such that
Zero(P) = Zero(P′) ∪ Zero(M′).
1 P′ ← ∅;
2 repeat
3 Sort the elements of P by classes and obtain polynomial sets Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qt ;
/* The class of elements in Qi is ci */
4 M′ ← ∅, R← ∅;
5 for i← 1 to t do
6 Let Q be a polynomial in Qi, such that lm(Q) is smallest w.r.t a graded order ;
7 Qi ← Qi \ {Q}, M
′ =M′ ∪ {Q};
8 while Qi 6= ∅ do
9 Choose an element Qj ∈ Qi, Qi ← Qi \ {Qj};
10 Qj ← Qj +Q;
11 if Qj = 1 then return ∅ and ∅ if Qj 6= 0, and Qj is linear or not monic
then P′ ← P′ ∪ {Qj} if Qj is monic then R← R ∪ {Qj}
12 if R 6= ∅ then P←M′ ∪R
13 until R = ∅;
14 return P′ and M′.
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Algorithm 4: TriSet
input : A polynomial system P = {f1, f2, . . . , fm}.
output: A monic triangular set A and a group of polynomial sets Q∗ such that
Zero(P) = Zero(A) ∪Q∈Q∗ Zero(Q), Zero(Qi) ∩ Zero(A) = ∅,
Zero(Qi) ∩ Zero(Qj) = ∅ for any Qi,Qj ∈ Q
∗.
1 Q∗ ← ∅, A ← ∅, M← ∅ ;
2 while P 6= ∅ do
3 repeat
4 Let A′, P′, M′ be the output of Simplify(P,M);
5 if A′,P′,M′ = ∅ then return ∅ and Q∗ else A ← A∪A′, P← P′,
M←M′
6 Let M′ be the set of all monic polynomials in P;
7 P← P \M′, M←M ∪M′;
8 if M 6= ∅ then
9 Let M′ and P′ be the output of AddReduce(M);
10 if M′ = ∅ then return ∅ and Q∗ else P← P ∪P′, and M←M′
11 until P doesn’t contain linear polynomials ;
12 if P 6= ∅ then /* The zero decomposition process */
13 P ← Choose(P), and suppose cls(P ) = k, P = Ixk + U ; /* Choose is a
function that chooses an element from a polynomial set */
14 if arem(I,M) is not a constant then
15 I ← arem(I,M), M← rseq(I,M);
16 P1 ← (P \ {P}) ∪ A ∪M ∪ {I, U}, and Q
∗ ← Q∗ ∪ {P1};
17 P← (P \ {P}) ∪ {xc + U};
18 if I is monic and nonlinear then M←M ∪ {I + 1} else
P← P ∪ {I + 1}
19 else
20 if arem(I,M) = 1 then P← P \ {P} ∪ {xc + U} else
P← P \ {P} ∪ {U} while arem(I,M) is a constant do
21 Suppose I = xc0 + xc1 + · · ·+ xck + I
′xp + U
′, where I ′ 6= 1 and
c0 > c1 > · · · > ck > p > cls(U
′);
22 I ← I ′;
23 I ← arem(I,M), M← rseq(I,M);
24 P1 ← P ∪ A ∪M ∪ {I}, and Q
∗ ← Q∗ ∪ {P1};
25 if I is monic and nonlinear then M←M ∪ {I + 1} else
P← P ∪ {I + 1}
26 A ← A∪M, and return A and Q∗.
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In BCS, Triset is the sub-algorithm that solves the current polynomial system and
generates some new polynomial systems, and it is the major part of BCS. Here we explain
several main processes of Triset.
• At Step 3-13, we are trying to find linear polynomials and monic polynomials in the
current system. If there is a linear polynomial xc + L, we use L to substitute xc in
other polynomials, and move this xc + L into the monic triangular set A. For the
monic polynomials, we execute AddReduce to eliminate the leading variables of those
polynomials which have the same classes by addition.
• At Step 16-21, we convert the chosen polynomial into monic polynomial by zero decom-
position. It is based on the fact that Zero(Ixc+U) = Zero(xc+U, I +1)∪Zero(I, U).
Then we compute arem(I,M) to simplify I. arem(I,M) is added into the new gen-
erated polynomial set. If arem(I,M) is monic and nonlinear, we add arem(I,M) + 1
into M. Otherwise, we add arem(I,M) + 1 into P.
• At Step 22-24, arem(I,M) is equal to a constant c ∈ F2
2. Obviously, we have I+M1+
M2+· · ·+Mk = c for someM1, . . . ,Mk ∈M, then Zero(Ixc+U,M) = Zero(cxc+U,M).
Hence, we replace Ixc + u with cxc + U in P. Note that tdeg(I) < tdeg(Ixc + U),
and we want to well use this polynomial with lower degree in the following process.
However, when arem(I,M) is constant, I is equivalent to a constant and we cannot
achieve a polynomial with lower degree. Hence, by step 25-27, we generate a lower
degree polynomial I ′ from I, then do the zero decomposition based on the cases of
arem(I ′,M) = 0 or 1.
As mentioned before, BCS is originated from theMFCS algorithm proposed in (Gao and Huang,
2012). The similarity ofBCS andMFCS is the idea of using addition to eliminate variables.
These two algorithms have four major differences:
1) In MFCS, Choose always chooses the polynomials with highest class. In BCS, Choose
can be any form.
2) In MFCS, AddReduce is executed when the polynomials with the highest class are all
monic. In BCS, AddReduce is executed when we have new generated monic polynomials.
3) In BCS, we add a new function Simplify to deal with the linear polynomials generated
in the solving process.
4) In BCS, we use arem(I,M) instead of I in the zero decomposition processes.
As we mentioned in Section 1, in the experiments of (Gao and Huang, 2012), some tech-
niques were already added in the implementation of MFCS, here we denote this modified
2The probability of this case is extremely low from the observation in our experiments
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algorithm byMFCS1. InMFCS1, Simplify is used and Choose always chooses the polyno-
mial whose initial is shortest, that is choosing the polynomial whose initial has the smallest
number of monomials. Hence, BCS and MFCS1 have the above differences 1), 2), 4).
From the complexity analysis in Section 5, we will see that these differences are important
to reducing the complexity of characteristic set algorithms. Moreover, experimental results
in Section 6 shows that by this modifications BCS is more efficient thatMFCS1 in practical
computations.
Example 4 Let the polynomial system P in Example 1 be the input of BCS. We suppose
that by Choose we always choose the polynomial with lowest degree. We show the procedure
of BCS(P) step by step.
1. First, we let P be the input of Triset, and choose f1 to do zero decomposition. The
initial of f1 is I1 = x4+x1x2x3+x1x3. Then, after zero decomposition, P is updated to
be P1 = {f4, f5, f2, f3}, where f4 = I1+1, f5 = x5+(x2+1)x3x4+x1x2x3+x2+1. We
generate a new polynomial set P1 = {I1, g1, f2, f3}, where g1 = (x2+1)x3x4+x1x2x3+
x2 + 1. Note that f4 and f5 is monic, hence M = {f4, f5}. Now we choose f2 to do
zero decomposition. The initial of f2 is I2 = x4 + x1x2x3 + x2 + 1, which is a monic
polynomial. Thus, arem(I2,M) = I2 + f4 = x1x3 + x2, and rseq(I2,M) = M. We set
I ′2 to be x1x3+x2. Hence, P
1 is updated to be P2 = {f6, f7, f4, f5, f3}, where f6 = I
′
2+1
and f7 = x5 + (x1x2x3 + x1)x4 + x2x3 + x1. We generate a new polynomial set P2 =
{I ′2, g2, f4, f5, f3}, where g2 = (x1x2x3+x1)x4+x2x3+x1. In P
2, there are three monic
polynomials f7, f4, f5. Moreover, f7 and f5 have the same class. So after AddReduce,
f7 is reduced to f
′
7 = f7+f5 = (x1x2x3+x2x3+x3+x1)x4+(x1x2+x2)x3+x2+x1+1.
Then, we choose f6 = x1x3 + x2 + 1 to do zero decomposition. Its initial is I3 = x1,
hence P2 is updated to be P3 = {x1 + 1, x3 + x2 + 1, f
′
7, f4, f5, f3}, and we generate
a new polynomial set P3 = {x1, x2 + 1, f
′
7, f4, f5, f3}. Since x1 + 1 and x3 + x2 + 1
are linear, we can execute Simplify, and after that, we obtain a linear triangular set
A1 = {x1 + 1, x2, x3 + x2 + 1, x4, x5 + x2 + 1} and P
3 becomes a empty set. Hence,
Triset outputs A1 and {P1,P2,P3}.
2. Let P1 = {I1, g1, f2, f3} be the input of Triset. We choose g1 to do zero decomposition.
The initial of g1 is I4 = (x2 + 1)x3. Then, P1 is updated to be P
1
1 = {p1, p2, I1, f2, f3},
where p1 = I4 + 1 and p2 = x4 + x1x2x3 + x2 + 1. We generate a new polynomial set
P4 = {I4, p3, I1, f2, f3}, where p3 = x1x2x3 + x2 + 1. In P
1
1, we find that I1 and p2
are monic and have the same class. Thus by AddReduce, we obtain a new polynomial
p4 = p2 + I1 = x1x3 + x2 + 1, and replace I1 with p4 in P
1
1. Now P
1
1 = {p1, p4, f2, f3}
and M = {p2}. We choose p1 to continue the zero decomposition. The initial of p1 is
I5 = x2 + 1, hence P
1
1 is updated to P
2
1 = {x2, x3 + 1, p4, f2, f3, p2}, and we generate
a new polynomial set P5 = {x2 + 1, 1, p4, f2, f3, p2}. Now, we execute Simplify for
P21. After that, the linear polynomial set A2 is {x1 + 1, x2, x3 + 1, x4 + 1, x5 + 1} and
P21 = ∅. Triset outputs A2 and {P4,P5}.
3. Let P2 = {I
′
2, g2, f4, f5, f3} be the input of Triset. We choose I
′
2 whose initial is I6 = x1
to do zero decomposition. Obviously, after zero decomposition, P2 is updated to be
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P12 = {x1+1, x3+x2, g2, f4, f5, f3}, and a new polynomial set P6 = {x1, x2, g2, f4, f5, f3}
is generated. Now we execute Simplify for P12. Then, we can obtain a linear triangular
set A3 = {x1 + 1, x2 + 1, x3 + x2, x4 + 1, x+ 5 + 1}. Thus, the output of Triset is A
and {P6}.
4. Let P3 = {x1, x2 + 1, f
′
7, f4, f5, f3} be the input of Triset. After Simplify, we have
A4 = {x1, x2 + 1, x3, x4 + 1, x5} and P3 = ∅. Hence, Triset outputs A4 and ∅.
5. Let P4 = {I4, p3, I1, f2, f3} be the input of Triset. We choose I4 to do zero decompo-
sition. Its initial is I7 = x2 + 1. Then P4 is updated to be P
1
4 = {x2, x3, p3, I1, f2, f3},
and we generate a new polynomial set P7 = {x2+1, p3, I1, f2, f3}. After Simplify, p3
is reduced to constant 1, thus Triset outputs ∅ and P7.
6. Let P5 = {x2 + 1, 1, p4, f2, f3, p2} be the input of Triset. Obviously, constant 1 is in
P5, hence the output are two empty sets.
7. Let P6 = {x1, x2, g2, f4, f5, f3} be the input of Triset. After Simplify, we have A5 =
{x1, x2, x3, x4 + 1, x5 + 1}, and Triset outputs A5 and ∅.
8. Let P7 = {x2 + 1, p3, I1, f2, f3} be the input of Triset. After Simplify, we have f3 is
reduced to constant 1, thus Triset outputs two empty sets.
Finally, BCS outputs five monic triangular sets {A1,A2,A3,A4,A5}.
4. The correctness of BCS
In this section, we will prove the correctness of BCS. In the following of this paper,
when we say the first kind of zero decomposition, we mean the procedure of step 16- 21 in
Triset, and when we say the second kind of zero decomposition, we mean the procedure of
step 22-31 in Triset.
Lemma 5 Algorithm Triset is correct.
Proof: It is easy to check that AddReduce and Simplify is correct. Let P0 be P ∪A∪M,
which is the polynomial systems we deal with in Loop 2. Obviously, the elements in P0 may
be updated after each iteration of Loop 2. Since Zero(P,Q) = Zero(P, P+Q) and Zero(Ixc+
U, xc + L) = Zero(IL+ U, xc + L), we know that except the zero decomposition operations,
other operations will not change the zero set of P0. Now we consider the first kind of zero
decomposition, it is based on the fact that Zero(P0) = Zero(P0 \ {Ixc+U}, xc +U, I +1)∪
Zero(P0\{Ixc+U}, I, U) and Zero(P0\{Ixc+U}, xc+U, I+1)∩Zero(P0\{Ixc+U}, I, U) = ∅.
Obviously, if we respectively use arem(I,M), rseq(I,M) instead of I,M , the above equations
are still valid. Consider the second kind of zero decomposition. It happens when arem(I,M)
is a constant. Then Zero(P0) = Zero(P0 \ {Ixc + U}, xc + U) when arem(I,M) = 1,
and Zero(P0) = Zero(P0 \ {Ixc + U}, U) when arem(I,M) = 0. By Step 25-27, a new
non-constant polynomial I is generated. Then Zero(P0) = Zero(P0, arem(I,M) + 1) ∪
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Zero(P0, arem(I,M)), and Zero(P0, arem(I,M)+1)∩Zero(P0, arem(I,M)) = ∅. The above
equations show that if the algorithm outputs the result, we have Zero(A)∪Q∈Q∗ Zero(Q
∗) =
Zero(P). This proves the correctness of the zero decomposition equations of the output.
Now we show that A must be a monic triangular set. There are two cases in which a
polynomial P can be added into A.
1) P = xc + L is a linear polynomial. It is monic, and we substitute all the xc with L in
other polynomials, hence other elements in A will not have xc.
2) P ∈M is added into A at step 32. In this case, for every class, there is only one element
in M and it is monic. Therefore, the elements being added into A will have different
class.
It implies that the elements in A are monic and have different classes, which means A is a
monic triangular set.
Now let’s prove the termination of Triset. It is sufficient to show that the loop of Step
2 terminates. We prove this by induction. If n = 1, the termination is obvious. Now we
assume when n ≤ k, Loop 2 terminates. When n = k+ 1, we prove that if no contradiction
occurs, which means we don’t obtain constant 1, we will convert all the polynomials with
class k+1 into monic ones. Suppose the Choose function doesn’t choose the polynomial with
class k+1, then we will always deal with the polynomials with k variables. According to the
hypothesis, we will find contradiction or achieve a monic polynomial set with different classes
from these polynomials. If no contradiction occurs, then the Choose function have to choose
the polynomial with class k + 1. The above procedure will repeat until all the polynomials
with class k + 1 are converted into monic ones. Then, after executing AddReduce, P will
have one polynomials with class k + 1, and it is monic. After that, we only need to deal
with the polynomials with k variables, thus Loop 2 will terminate at last. 
Theorem 6 Algorithm BCS is correct.
Proof: According to Lemma 5, it is easy to check that if BCS terminates, the output is
correct. Therefore, we only need to prove the termination of BCS.
For a polynomial set in P∗, we assign an index (tn, rn, tn−1, rn−1, . . . , t1, r1), where ti is
the number of non-monic polynomials with class i in P∗, and ri is the number of polynomials
with class i in P∗. Then we order the indexes by lexicography. Now we will show that the
index of any polynomial set inQ∗ is strictly smaller than the index ofQ. Let P0 = P∪M∪A
be the current polynomial set in Triset. It is sufficient to show that in Triset, the indexes
of P0 will not increase after P0 being updated, and the index of a new generated P1 is
always smaller than that of P0 before zero decomposition.
We consider the following four kinds of operations.
1) We execute AddReduce. Consider the monic polynomials with highest class c. Obviously,
after AddReduce, tc will not be change, and rc will decrease. Thus, the index of P0 will
decrease.
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2) We execute Simplify. Suppose we have a linear polynomial xc + l. Note that only
polynomials with class not less than c will be changed after substitution. For these
polynomials, if some of them are converted into polynomials with lower classes, then the
index of P0 will decrease. If the classes of them are not changed after substitution, then
only tk with k > c may decrease when some non-monic polynomials are converted into
monic ones. This implies that the index of P0 will not increase.
3) We choose a non-monic polynomial Ixc + U , where arem(I,M) is not a constant, to do
zero decomposition. Then we replace Ixc + U by xc + U in P0, add arem(I,M) + 1,
whose class is lower than c, into P0, and replace M by rseq(I,M) in P0. Note that,
replacing M by rseq(I,M) will not change the index of P0. Hence, in this case, tc, the
number of non-monic polynomial with class c, decrease by 1, then the index of P0 will
decrease. Moreover, in the new generated polynomial set P1, Ixc+U is replaced by U and
arem(I,M), hence the index of P1 is lower than that of P0 before zero decomposition.
4) We choose a non-monic polynomial Ixc+U , where arem(I,M) is a constant, to do zero-
decomposition. Ixc + U is replace by xc + U or U , and a new polynomial whose class
is lower than c is added into P0. Thus tc or rcdecrease by 1, which means the index
of P0 will decrease. For the new generated polynomial set P1, obviously its index is
equal to the index of the updated P0, hence is lower than the index of P0 before zero
decomposition.
It is easy to show that a strictly decreasing sequence of indexes must be finite. This
proves the termination of BCS. 
5. The complexity of BCS
In this section, we will estimate the complexity of BCS. In order to do this, we introduce
the concept of zero decomposition tree. We can generate the zero decomposition tree of BCS
as follows.
I) First, let the root node to be the input polynomial system P, and let a pointer M
point to this node. The depth of the root node is set to be 0.
II) In the process of Triset, when we generate a new polynomial system by zero decom-
position, we generate a new node, and set it to be this new polynomial system. Then
let this node be the right child of the node pointed byM. After we update the current
polynomial system after zero decomposition, we generate a new node, and set it to be
the updated polynomial system. Then let this node to be the left child of the node
pointed by M. After this, we let M point to the left child.
III) After we finished Triset one time, we will select a new polynomial set Q from P∗
at Step 3 of BCS and run Triset again. At this time, we let M point to the node
corresponding to Q and execute the operations in II) again.
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The following figure shows the zero decomposition tree of Example 4. The root node P
is corresponding to the input polynomial system.
Figure 1. The zero decomposition tree of Example 4
P
P1
P2
P3
I3 = 1
P3
I3 = 0
I
′
2
= 1
P2
P12
I6 = 1
P6
I6 = 0
I
′
2
= 0
I1 = 1
P1
P11
P21
I5 = 1
P5
I5 = 0
I4 = 1
P4
P14
I7 = 1
P7
I7 = 0
I4 = 1
I1 = 0
We call the external path of a zero decomposition tree a solving branch. It is obvious
that a solving branch is corresponding to one execution of Triset. Moreover, in this branch
there is a node which is corresponding to the input of Triset. Obviously, when the solving
branch is corresponding to first execution of Triset, this node is the root node. Otherwise,
this node is the last node which is the right child of some node on this path. Moreover,
we call the initial depth of a solving branch to be the depth of this node. For example, for
the path from P to P12 in Figure 1, its initial depth is determined by the depth of node P2,
which is equal to 2.
Based on the zero decomposition tree, we can estimate the complexity of BCS by comb-
ing the complexity of Triset and the number of solving branches. Precisely speaking, if
Triset has a complexity bound c and the depth of the zero decomposition tree is bounded
by b, then the complexity of BCS is bounded by c · 2b.
5.1. The complexity of Triset
Lemma 7 For a polynomial system P = {f1, f2, . . . , fm} ⊂ F2[x1, x2, . . . , xn] with tdeg(fi) ≤
d and a linear polynomial xc + L with class c. The bit-size complexity of the operation of
substituting all xc with L in P is O(dmn
d+2 log(n)).
Proof: A polynomial fi can be written as P1xc + P2. Then the substitution process of
this polynomial is computing P1L + P2. Since tdeg(fi) ≤ d, we have tdeg(P1) ≤ d − 1 and
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tdeg(P2) ≤ d. Moreover, we know that P1 and P2 have at most n− 1 variables, thus P1 has
at most
∑d−1
i=0
(
n−1
i
)
terms and P2 has at most
∑d
i=0
(
n−1
i
)
terms. L is a linear polynomial
with at most n − 1 terms. For computing P1L, we need to do at most (n − 1)
∑d−1
i=0
(
n−1
i
)
times of monomial multiplication. For two Boolean polynomials with n − 1 variables, the
multiplication of two monomial is equal to the addition of two vectors with n−1 dimension,
thus we need n − 1 operations. Thus, we need (n − 1)2
∑d−1
i=0
(
n−1
i
)
operations to achieve
the monomials of P1L. To compute P1L, we need to sum up all these monomials, and the
complexity of this process is equal to the complexity of sorting all these monomials, which
is (n− 1)((n− 1)
∑d−1
i=0
(
n−1
i
)
) log((n− 1)
∑d−1
i=0
(
n−1
i
)
) = O(dnd+2 log(n)).
Note that , P1L and P2 are two polynomials whose terms have been sorted, thus the
complexity of P1L plus P2 is 2(n − 1)
∑d
i=0
(
n−1
i
)
= O(nd+1). Then, the complexity of
computing P1L+P2 is O(dn
d+2 log(n))+O(nd+1) = O(dnd+2log(n)). Hence, the complexity
of m times of substitution is O(dmnd+2 log(n)). 
In the following paragraphs, we define tdeg(P), the degree of a polynomial system P, to
be the highest total degree of the elements in P.
Now we introduce the concept of backtracking for the polynomials occurring in the whole
procedure of BCS. One can find that except adding I + 1 into the current branch and I
into the new generated branch, the purpose of other operations in Triset is replacing a
polynomial P with another polynomial R. Precisely speaking, there are three kinds of
operations.
(1) Replace P = Ixc + U with R = xc + U or U after zero decomposition.
(1) Replace P = xc +U1 with R = U1 +U2 after compute P + P
′ = (xc +U1) + (xc +U2).
(1) Replace P = g1xk+ g2 with R = g1L+ g2, after substituting xk with linear polynomial
L in P .
Therefore, in the following, we say R can backtrack to P , if there are a polynomial sequence
P, P 1, P 2, . . . , P s, R, s.t P 1 replaced P , P i+1 replaced P i and R replaced P s by the above
operations. Moreover, P can backtrack to itself.
Theorem 8 Let P = {f1, f2, . . . , fm} be the input polynomial system of BCS, and tdeg(P) =
d. If the depths of branches in the zero decomposition tree are not greater than b, then the
bit-size complexity of solving any branch of BCS is bounded by O(dm(m+ b) log(n)nd+3).
Proof: At first, we consider the first branch. The major operations in Triset are additions of
two monic polynomials and substituting variables with linear polynomials. The complexity
of other operations can be ignored when compared to these two kinds of operations. First,
we consider the addition of two monic polynomials. Additions may occur in two cases. The
first one is in AddReduce and the second one is when we compute add-reminder. Note that,
after each time of zero decomposition, the number of polynomials in the current branch,
that is the polynomials in P ∪M ∪ A, will increase by at most 1. Hence, after b times of
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zero decomposition, we will add b polynomials into the current branch. Then we can deduce
that each polynomial occurring in P∪M∪A at any step of Triset can backtrack to one of
the m input polynomials or one of the b newly added polynomials.
For any class c, consider the monic polynomials involved in AddReduce. Obviously, for
these polynomials, addition can only be performed within the ones that cannot backtrack
to the same polynomial. It implies that for any class c, one can execute at most m+ b times
of addition in AddReduce. The bit-size complexity of adding two polynomials with degree
d is O(nd+1). Therefore, the bit-size complexity of the addition operations in AddReduce is
bounded by O((m+ b)nd+2).
Now we consider the complexity of computing add-reminders. Actually, we need at most
n times of addition for computing one add-reminder. In each time of zero decomposition,
if arem(I,M) is not a constant, we need compute one add-reminder, and if arem(I,M) is
a constant, we need compute at most d − 1 add-reminders, since tdeg(I) decrease strictly.
Hence, for b times of zero decomposition, we need at most b(d − 1)n times of addition.
Therefore, the bit-size complexity of the addition operations in computing add-reminders is
bounded by O(b(d− 1)nd+2).
When we execute the substitution in Simplify one time, we will eliminate one variable,
thus Simplify can be executed at most n times. Each time, the number of polynomials that
we need to do substitutions is at most m+ b. Hence, according to Lemma 7, the complexity
of executing Simplify n times is O(dm(m+ b)nd+3 log(n)).
In summary, the bit-size complexity of solving the first branch of the zero decomposition
tree is bounded by O(nd+2(m+b+bd)+O(dm(m+b) log(n)nd+3) = O(dm(m+b) log(n)nd+3).
Moreover, the above proof can be easily extended to other branches, since the polynomials
in other branches polynomials can also backtrack to the input polynomials and the newly
added polynomials. 
The results in the following subsection will show that when d is fixed, the value of b in
Theorem 8 has polynomial complexity w.r.t n and m, which means that when d is fixed,
solving one branch has polynomial-time complexity.
5.2. The complexity of BCS
In this section we will analyze the complexity of BCS, and our key problem is to estimate
the bound of the depth for the solving branches in the zero decomposition tree. First,
we consider a fundamental case, that is solving quadratic Boolean polynomial systems.
Quadratic Boolean polynomial systems are typical nonlinear systems, and the problem of
solving them is called the Boolean MQ problem.
Lemma 9 Suppose the input of BCS is a quadratic polynomial system with n variables.
Then the depth of the branches for the zero decomposition tree of BCS is less than n.
Proof: Note that, each time we generate a new branch, we do zero decomposition for
one time. We add I + 1 in the current branch and I in the new generated branch, where
tdeg(I) < tdeg(P ) and P is the chosen polynomial. Since the input system is quadratic
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and the degree of polynomials will not increase in the whole process of BCS, we have
tdeg(P ) = 2. Therefore, I + 1 and I are linear, which means in the current branch and
the new generated branch, we both have a new linear polynomial. Then, by Simplify, we
can eliminate one variable by the linear polynomial. Therefore, this can only happen n− 1
times, which means the depth of the tree is less than n. 
Note that when solving quadratic system, branches with higher initial depths have less
variables, since more variables were eliminated in the former processes. Thus, the complexity
of solving a branch with higher initial depth is smaller. Based on this observation, we have
the following lemma.
Lemma 10 Suppose the input of BCS is a quadratic polynomial system with n variables
and m polynomials. Let P1 be the system corresponding to a branch with initial depth b0 and
depth b. Then the bit-size complexity of Triset(P1) is O((m+b)(n−b0+1)
5log(n− b0 + 1))).
Proof: It is obvious that after one time of zero decomposition, the number of polynomials in
this branch will increase by one. Therefore, at any step of Triset, the number of polynomials
in this branch is always less than m+ b.
Since the initial depth of this branch is b0, we have already eliminated b0 − 1 variables
before solving this branch. Thus, in the Simplify process, we can do the substitution
n− b0 + 1 times, and the complexity is O((m+ b)(n− b0 + 1)
5log(n− b0 + 1)) according to
Lemma 7.
Now let us estimate the complexity of addition operations. The complexity of adding
two quadratic polynomials with n− b0 variables is O((n− b0)
3). For each class, the number
of polynomials is less than m + b, and the number of different classes is at most n − b0.
Therefore the number of additions is less than (n − b0)(m + b), and the complexity of
addition operations is O((n− b0)
4(m+ b)). Then, the complexity of Triset is O((m+ b)(n−
b0+1)
5log(n− b0 + 1)))+O((n− b0)
4(m+ b)) = O((m+ b)(n− b0+1)
5log(n− b0 + 1))). 
Lemma 11 Let P be a quadratic polynomial system with n variables and m polynomials.
If the depth of the branches of BCS(P) are not bigger than b, then the bit-size complexity
of BCS(P) is bounded by
1) O((b+ 1)(m+ b)2b−1(n− b+ 1)6), when b < n− 9.66 .
2) O((b+ 1)(m+ b)2n), when b ≥ n− 9.66.
Proof: For a solving branch with depth b, except the root node there are b nodes in this
branch. They can form a sequence {E1, E2, . . . , Eb}, where Ei = L or R, which means the
i-th node is a left child or a right child respectively. For example, the node sequence of the
first branch is {L, L, . . . , L}. Then, the node sequence for a branch with initial depth b0 > 0,
must have the form
{E1, E2, . . . , Eb0−1, R, L, L, . . . , L︸ ︷︷ ︸
b−b0
},
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where Ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ b0 − 1 can be either L or R. Thus, the number of branches with initial
depth b0 is at most 2
b0−1. According to Lemma 10, the bit-size complexity of Triset is
O((m+ b)(n− b0 + 1)
5log(n− b0 + 1))) ≤ O((m+ b)(n− b0 + 1)
6. Note that, there is only
one branch with initial depth 0, and the complexity of solving this branch is bounded by
O((m+b)n6). Then, the complexity ofBCS is bounded by (m+b)(n6+
∑b
k=1 2
k−1(n−k+1)6).
Function 2x−1(n−x+1)6 reaches its maximal value when x = n−6/ log 2+1 = n−9.66. Thus,
if b < n− 9.66, (m+ b)(n6 +
∑b
i=1 2
k−1m(n− k+1)6)) ≤ O((m+ b)(b+1)2b−1(n− b+1)6).
If b ≥ n − 9.66, (m + b)(n6 +
∑b
k=1 2
k−1(n − k + 1)6 ≤ (m + b)(b + 1)2n−9.66(9.66)8 =
O((b+ 1)(m+ b)2n) 
Based on Lemma 9 and 11, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 12 Let P be a quadratic polynomial system with n variables and m polynomials.
The bit-size complexity of BCS(P) is bounded by O(n(m+ n)2n).
The bound O(n(m + n)2n) is the complexity bound of BCS in the worst case. To the
best of the authors’ knowledge, the best complexity result for solving Boolean quadratic
polynomial system without side conditions is 4 log2(n)2
n bit operations for the fast exhaus-
tive search method proposed in (Bouillaguet et al., 2010). When some assumption is made
for the system, the complexity of solving Boolean MQ problem can be less than O(2n). In
(Bardet et al., 2013), Bardet et al. proposed an algorithm by combining exhaustive search
and spare linear algebra, the complexity of this algorithm is O(20.841n). when m = n under
some precise algebraic assumptions which are satisfied with probability very close to 1. More-
over, a probabilistic variant of their algorithm (Las Vegas type) has expected complexity
O(20.792n).
In the following, we consider the polynomial systems with degree higher than 2.
Proposition 13 Let P = {f1, f2, . . . , fm} be the input polynomial system of BCS, and
tdeg(P) = d. For any Choose, the depths of the branches in the zero decomposition tree are
not bigger thanm
∑d−1
j=1
(
n
j
)
.
Proof: It is sufficient to prove the theorem in the worst case, that is the input polynomials
are all with class n, and when we choose a polynomial P = Ixc+U to do zero decomposition,
the polynomial we add into P and the polynomial replacing P in P are all with class c− 1.
We consider the first branch. Let Mc denote the set of polynomials with class c that
can be backtracked by other polynomials. Moreover, if there are several polynomials with
c which can be backtracked from the same polynomial with lower class, then only one of
them, as a canonical element, is in Mc. Obviously |Mn| ≤ m, and the number of zero
decomposition for polynomials with class n is not larger than m. Then, according to the
proof of Theorem 8, polynomials in Mn−1 can be grouped into the following two polynomial
sets:
1. PI : the newly added polynomials.
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2. PR: the polynomials which can backtrack to polynomials with class n.
Obviously, we have |PI | ≤Mn ≤ m, tdeg(PI) ≤ d− 1, |PR| ≤Mn ≤ m and tdeg(PR) ≤ d.
Similarly, the polynomials in Mn−2 can be sorted into the following four polynomial sets:
1. PII : the new polynomials which are added when we choose polynomials in PI to do
zero decomposition.
2. PIR: the new polynomials which are added when we choose polynomials in PR to do
zero decomposition.
3. PRI : the polynomials which can backtrack to polynomials in PI .
4. PRR: the polynomials which can backtrack to polynomials in PR.
Then, we have |PJJ |, |PRR|, |PJR|, |PRJ | ≤ m. tdeg(PJJ) ≤ d − 2, tdeg(PJR) ≤ d − 1,
tdeg(PRJ) ≤ d− 1 and tdeg(PRR) ≤ d.
Recursively, we can define PO1O2···Ok , where Oi is I or R, and the polynomials inMn−k can
be sorted into these polynomial sets. We have |PO1O2···Ok | ≤ m and tdeg(PO1O2···Ok) ≤ d−s,
where s is number of I in these subscripts Oi. When we choose a polynomial to do zero
decomposition, its total degree must be higher than 1. Therefore, for class n − k, when
we do zero decomposition, we can only choose the polynomials in such PO1O2···Ok that the
number of I occurring in O1, O2, . . . , Ok is at most d− 2. It means that the number of zero
decompositions for class n − k is not larger than m(
∑d−2
i=0
(
k
i
)
) Hence, the total number of
zero decompositions is bounded by m
∑n−1
k=0(
∑d−2
i=0
(
k
i
)
) = m
∑d−1
j=1
(
n
j
)
.
It is easy to see that the above bound can be easily extended to other branches, since
we only need the property that when each time we do zero decomposition only one new
polynomial with degree lower than the degree of the chosen polynomial is added into the
current branch, which is satisfied for any branches. 
Remark 1 Note that the properties we used in the proof of Proposition 13 are also valid for
the MFCS algorithm proposed in (Gao and Huang, 2012). Hence this depth bound is also
valid for MFCS.
The above proposition shows that by any choose function, the depth of the zero decom-
position tree is bounded by m
∑d−1
j=1
(
n
j
)
. Actually, the depth can be much smaller, when
we use some specific Choose functions. In the following, we consider the following choose
function.
Choose1: Choose a polynomial P from a polynomial set P s.t. tdeg(P ) = minf∈Ptdeg(f).
Now we estimate the complexity of BCS with Choose1 as the choose function. First, we
prove the following lemma.
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Lemma 14 Let P be a polynomial system with n variables. Suppose in some step of
Triset(P), the polynomial set A ∪M has n elements with different classes, then Triset
will terminate without doing zero decomposition in the following steps.
Proof: From the definition of A and M, we know that A and M contain some monic
polynomials. Note that in Triset, we execute Simplify after we generated a new linear
polynomial. From the assumption, we know that the classes of the elements in M are
different from those in A, hence A ∪ M forms a monic triangular set. Obviously, the
element in A ∪M with the lowest class will have the form x1 + b, where b = 0 or 1. Then,
after Simplify the element with class 2 will also have the form x2 + b, where b = 0 or 1.
Recursively, all the elements will have the form xc + b after Simplify, which means the
values of the variables are fixed, then other polynomials in P will be converted into constant
after Simplify, hence no more zero decomposition is needed. 
Proposition 15 Let P = {f1, f2, . . . , fm} ⊂ F2[x1, x2, . . . , xn] be a polynomial system with
degree d, and Choose1 be the choose function of Triset, then Triset(P) will terminate after
(2d− 3)n times of zero decomposition.
Proof: For the polynomial sets P, M, A at any step of Triset, we can define an index
vector T = (d0,d1, . . . ,dn) as follows. For d0, we have:
1) If there is a linear polynomial in P, set d0 to be 1.
2) If there are non-monic polynomials in P, set d0 to be the lowest total degree for these
non-monic polynomials.
3) If all polynomials in P are monic, set d0 to be d. If P = ∅, set d0 to be 0.
For di, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have:
1) If the classes of monic polynomials in A∪M are not equal to i, then set di to be d.
2) If there is a linear polynomial with class i in A , then set di to be 1.
3) If there is a monic polynomial M with class i in M, we set di to be tdeg(M).
In the following, we show that after zero decomposition, the sum of all entries in T ,
denoted by Sum(T ), will strictly decrease. Note that at Step 14 the polynomials in P are
not monic. Hence d0 = tdeg(P ), where P is the chosen polynomial. Suppose init(P ) = I.
Then, there are five cases.
1) I is not monic, hence arem(I,M) = I. Since tdeg(I) < tdeg(P ), and P is the non-monic
polynomial in P with lowest degree, then after adding I+1 into P, the value of d0 will at
least decrease by 1. Moreover, the value of other elements in T will not increase. Thus
Sum(T ) will strictly decrease.
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2) I is linear, then arem(I,M) = I. Obviously, d0 is equal to 1 after adding I + 1 into
P, and the value of other elements in T will not increase. Thus Sum(T ) will strictly
decrease.
3) I is monic, nonlinear, and arem(I,M) = I. It means that the classes of the polynomials
in M are not equal to c = cls(I), hence before zero decomposition, dc is d. It implies
that before zero decomposition, d0 + dc = tdeg(P ) + d. Since tdeg(I) < tdeg(P ), then
after adding I+1 intoM, we have d0 ≤ d, dc = tdeg(I+1) ≤ tdeg(P )−1, which implies
d0 + dc ≤ d+ tdeg(P )− 1. Moreover, the value of other elements in T will not increase,
hence Sum(T ) will strictly decrease.
4) arem(I,M) 6= I and arem(I,M) is not a constant. It means that I is monic, and there is
some polynomials M1,M2, . . . ,Mk inM such that I+M1+M2+ · · ·+Mk = arem(I,M).
Suppose the polynomials in rseq(I,M) are M ′1,M
′
2, . . . ,M
′
k, and cls(Mi) = cls(M
′
i) = ci.
Note that, for two polynomials P and Q, tdeg(P )+ tdeg(Q) ≥ tdeg(P +Q)+ tdeg(Q), if
tdeg(Q) ≤ tdeg(P ). Hence, we can deduce that that tdeg(arem(I,M))+tdeg(M ′1)+· · ·+
tdeg(M ′k) ≤ tdeg(I)+tdeg(M1)+ · · ·+tdeg(Mk) < tdeg(P )+tdeg(M1)+ · · ·+tdeg(Mk).
If R = arem(I,M) is monic and nonlinear, suppose cls(R) = c, than we can deduce that
the value of d0 + dc + dc1 + · · ·+ dck decrease strictly. Otherwise, it is easy to see that
the value of d0 + dc1 + · · · + dck decrease strictly. It implies that Sum(T ) will strictly
decrease.
5) arem(I,M) is a constant. By Step 25-27, we generate a new polynomial I ′ such that
tdeg(I ′) < tdeg(I) and arem(I ′,M) is not a constant. Then we set I to be I ′, add
arem(I,M) into P and updateM by rseq(I,M). It is obvious that one of the above four
cases will occurs, thus Sum(T ) will strictly decrease.
In all, for any cases, Sum(T ) will strictly decrease after zero decomposition. Now we
consider the variation of Sum(T ) after AddReduce and Simplify. In AddReduce, we com-
pute the addition of two nonlinear and monic polynomials Q1 and Q2, where cls(Q1) =
cls(Q2) = c, and keep the one with lowest degree in M. From the definition of di, we know
that dc will not increase after addition, and obviously d0 will not increase. Therefore, we
can conclude that after AddReduce, Sum(T ) will not increase.
Now we consider Simplify. In Simplify, Loop 3 may iterate several times. We focus on
the first time. Since there are several linear polynomials in P, we have d0 = 1. We consider
the one with lowest class in these linear polynomials, and denote it by L = xc + l, where c
is the class of L. Then, there are two cases.
1) Before Simplify, the classes of polynomials inM are not equal to c, then dc = d,d0 = 1.
After substituting xc with l and add L into A, we have dc = 1,d0 ≤ d. It is easy to see
that after each iteration of Loop 3, di will not increase. Hence, Sum(T ) doesn’t increase
after Simplify.
2) Before Simplify, there is a polynomial Q with degree d′ in M such that cls(Q) =
cls(L) = c, then dc+d0 = 1+d
′. After substituting xc with l, we will achieve a nonlinear
polynomial Q+ L with tdeg(Q+ L) ≤ d′.
• If Q+L is not monic, then d0 ≤ d
′ after adding Q+L into P. Note that cls(Q+L) <
cls(L), thus the classes of other linear polynomials occurring in Simplify will be
bigger than cls(Q + L), which means Q + L will not be changed in the following
substitutions. Hence, after Simplify, Q + L is still in P, then d0 ≤ d
′, dc = 1.
Therefore, Sum(T ) doesn’t increase after Simplify.
• If Q + L is a monic polynomial, and before Simplify the polynomials in M have
classes different from c′ = cls(Q + L), then we have dc′ = d,d0 = 1,dc = d
′ before
Simplify. Since Q + L is a monic polynomial and it will not be changed by the
following substitutions, this polynomial or another polynomial with same class and
lower total degree will be added into M after the following AddReduce process.
Therefore, after Simplify and the following AddReduce, d0 ≤ d,dc = 1,dc′ ≤ d
′,
which means Sum(T ) will not increase.
• If Q+L is a monic polynomial and c′ = cls(Q+L) = cls(Mj) for someMj ∈M, then
Q + L may becomes 0 after the following AddReduce. In this case, after Simplify
and the following AddReduce, d0 may become d, and dc′ may not decrease, which
means Sum(T ) may increase. In the worst cases that dc = 2 before Simplify,
Sum(T ) will increases at most (d+ 1)− (1 + 2) = d− 2.
We know that when T = (d, d, . . . , d), Sum(T ) reaches its maximal value d(n + 1).
Suppose we have executed zero decomposition for (2d− 3)n times. Note that for Sum(T ),
the increase cases only happen after Simplify was executed, thus it can occur at most n
times. It means that Sum(T ) can increase at most by n(d−2). Thus, after (d−1)n+(d−2)n
times of zero decomposition, we have Sum(T ) ≤ d(n+1)+n(d−2)− (d−1)n− (d− 2)n =
n + d. Now we show that when Sum(T ) = d + n, Triset will terminate without further
zero decomposition. There are two cases for Sum(T ) = d + n. The first case is that
d1,d2, . . . ,dn < d, which means for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there is a monic polynomial with class i in
A∪M. According to Lemma 14, Triset will terminate without further zero decomposition.
The second case is that dj = d for some 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Since Sum(T ) = d + n, we have
d0 = 1,d1 = 1, . . . ,dj−1 = 1,dj = 1, . . . ,dn = 1. Obviously, x1, x2, . . . , xj−1, xj+1, . . . , xn
will not occur in other polynomials in P. Hence the polynomials in P with lowest degree
have degree 1 and have leading variable xj , which implies Triset will terminate without
further zero decomposition. It is easy to see that if Sum(T ) < d + n + 1, Triset will also
terminate without further zero decomposition. 
The above proposition shows that the first branch of the zero decomposition tree has
depth not bigger than (2d − 3)n. Note that, in the above proof, the critical property we
used is tdeg(I + 1) < tdeg(P ). For other branches generated by considering I = 0, we also
have tdeg(I) = tdeg(I + 1) < tdeg(P ), hence same result can be proved. Consequently, we
have the following theorem.
Theorem 16 Let P = {f1, f2, . . . , fm} ⊂ F2[x1, x2, . . . , xn] with tdeg(P) = d be the input
of BCS, and Choose1 be the choose function. Then the depths of the branches of the zero
decomposition tree are not bigger than (2d− 3)n.
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By combining Theorem 8 and 16, we have the following complexity bound about BCS.
Theorem 17 Let P = {f1, f2, . . . , fm} ⊂ F2[x1, x2, . . . , xn] with tdeg(P) = d be the input
of BCS, and Choose1 be the choose function. Then the complexity of BCS is bounded by
O(d(m2 + (2d− 3)nm) log(n)nd+32(2d−3)n).
Furthermore, we consider the following choose function.
Choose2: Choose a polynomial P from a polynomial set P such that tdeg(init(P )) =
minf∈Ptdeg(init(f))
The following theorem shows that for Choose2 the above complexity bound for BCS is
still valid.
Theorem 18 Let P = {f1, f2, . . . , fm} ⊂ F2[x1, x2, . . . , xn] with tdeg(P) = d be the input
of BCS, and Choose2 be the choose function. Then the complexity of BCS is bounded by
O(d(m2 + (2d− 3)nm) log(n)nd+32(2d−3)n).
Proof: It is sufficient to show that the depth of the zero decomposition tree is not larger
than (2d − 3)n. First, we consider the first branch. We define an new index vector T ′ =
(d0,d1, . . . ,dn) for the polynomial setsP,M, A inTriset, where the definitions of d1, . . . ,dn
are same as those of T in the proof of Proposition 16, and d0 is defined as follows.
• If there is a linear polynomial in P, set d0 to be 0.
• If there are non-monic polynomials in P, set d0 to be the lowest total degree of the
initials of these non-monic polynomials.
• If all polynomials in P are monic, set d0 to be d− 1. If P = ∅, set d0 to be 0.
Similarly, Sum(T ′) is defined to be the sum of the entries in T ′. Obviously, we can prove
that after different operations the variation of Sum(T ′) is same as that of Sum(T ). Consider
the maximal possible value of Sum(T ′) which is equal to (n + 1)d − 1 and achieved when
T ′ = {d − 1, d, d, . . . , d}. Then, after do zero decomposition for (2d − 3)n times, Sum(T ′)
is at most d+ n− 1. Then, we have either d1,d2, . . . ,dn < d, or d0 = 0,dk = d,di = 1, for
some 1 ≤ k ≤ n and any 1 ≤ i ≤ n, i 6= k. For these two cases, we can deduce that Triset
will end without further zero decomposition. This implies that the depth of the first branch
is not larger than (2d− 3)n. Moreover, it is easy to see that this depth bound is still valid
for other branches. 
Remark 2 For a polynomial set P, we have minf∈Ptdeg(init(f)) ≤ minf∈Ptdeg(f). It
means that compared with choosing the polynomial with lowest total degree, choosing the
polynomial whose initial has lowest total degree may make d0 decrease faster, and this can
induce a lower experimental complexity.
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5.3. A variant algorithm with lower complexity bound
In this subsection, we show that by slightly modifying BCS, the case of Sum(T )(or
Sum(T ′)) increasing after Simplify can be absolutely avoided.
We perform the following modification on BCS, and name the new algorithm BCSg:
Suppose M is changed after zero decomposition, AddReduce, or Simplify. We sort M,
such that the former elements have the lower classes, and supposeM = {M1,M2, . . . ,Mt} af-
ter sorting. Then, sort the different monomials in M with respect to a graded order, and set
the different nonlinear monomials as different new variables y1, y2, . . . , yk. Then each poly-
nomialMi ∈M is a linear polynomial in variables y1, . . . , yk and x1, . . . , xn. We generate the
coefficient matrix M about M, such that M(y1, . . . , yk, x1, . . . , xn)
T = (M1,M2, . . . ,Mt)
T .
Perform one-direction Gaussian elimination on M, that is we only use the upper rows to
eliminate the lower rows, and don’t swap the position of two rows. Suppose, after Gaus-
sian elimination, M becomes M′. Then set M to be M′(y1, . . . , yk, x1, . . . , xn)
T . If there
are linear polynomials in M, then repeat the following operations until there is no linear
polynomial in M:
Step 1. For each linear polynomial L = xc + l ∈M, move it from M into A;
Step 2. Substitute xc with l for polynomials in P ∪M.
In the following we estimate the complexity of BCSg. First, we analyze the variation
of Sum(T ) after zero decomposition. Evidently, for M, Gaussian elimination does not
increase the total degree of the polynomial corresponding to each row, since the monomials
are sorted with decreasing degree. Hence, if no linear polynomial is generated after Gaussian
elimination, d0 will not changed and d1, . . . ,dn will not increase, thus Sum(T ) will not
increase. Hence, if not linear polynomial is generated after Gaussian elimination, Sum(T )
will strictly decrease. In the following, we consider the case that new linear polynomials are
generated after Gaussian elimination.
• Suppose we add a non-monic polynomial arem(I,M) into P after zero decomposi-
tion, then M may be updated by rseq(I,M), after computing arem(I,M). Since
cls(arem(I,M)) is smaller than the classes of polynomials in rseq(I,M), hence is
smaller than the classes of the new generated linear polynomials by Gaussian elimina-
tion. Thus, arem(I,M) will not be changed by substitutions w.r.t. these new linear
polynomials, thus Sum(T ) will strictly decrease in this case.
• Suppose we add a monic polynomial in M after zero decomposition. Note that, in the
proof of Proposition 16, we assume that d0 ≤ d after zero decomposition, and this still
holds after substitutions were executed, hence Sum(T ) will strictly decrease.
Now we consider AddReduce. After AddReduce, suppose there is a monic polynomial M
in M. If before AddReduce, there is no polynomial with class equal to cls(M) in M, we
call this M a totally new polynomial in M. If before AddReduce, there is a polynomial M ′
with cls(M ′) = cls(M) and tdeg(M ′) > tdeg(M), then we say M ′ is replaced by M in M.
Similarly as above, if no linear polynomials is generated by Gaussian elimination, d0 will not
be changed and di with 1 ≤ i ≤ n will not increase, hence Sum(T ) will not increase. Now
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suppose there are several linear polynomials generated by Gaussian elimination, and P0 is
the one with lowest class, where cls(P0) = c. For M and P before AddReduce, let R1 = {P :
P ∈ M, cls(P ) ≤ c} ∪ {P : P ∈ P, cls(P ) < c}, and S1 = {lm(f) : f ∈ R1}. For M and P
after Gaussian elimination, let R2 = {P : P ∈M, cls(P ) ≤ c}∪{P : P ∈ P, cls(P ) < c}, and
S2 = {lm(f) : f ∈ R2}. Here lm(f) is the leading monomial of f w.r.t. the graded order used
in the Gaussian elimination process. Note that, in AddReduce or Gaussian elimination, after
we compute the addition of two polynomials f and g with lm(f) ≤ lm(g), f is not changed
and g is converted into g′ = f + g, hence {lm(g), lm(f)} ⊂ {lm(g′), lm(f)}. Therefore, we
can deduce that S1 ⊂ S2. Then there are two cases.
1) Before AddReduce, there is no polynomial with class c in M. Then before AddReduce,
we have dc = d,d0 ≥ 2. After Gaussian elimination and the following substitutions, we
have dc = 1,d0 ≤ d. Since other di will not increase, we have Sum(T ) will decrease.
2) Before AddReduce, there is a polynomial Q0 with class c in M. Since after Gaussian
elimination, lm(P0) 6= lm(Q0) and lm(Q0) ∈ S2, then lm(Q0) must be the leading mono-
mial of some polynomial P1 in R2 \ {P0}. Then there are three case for P1. The first
case is that P1 is a totally new polynomial in M. The second case is that P1 is in P, and
it is not monic since the polynomials in P are not monic after AddReduce. The third
case is that a polynomial Q1 is replaced by P1 in M. Since the leading monomials of the
polynomials in M before AddReduce are different, we have lm(P1) = lm(Q0) 6= lm(Q1).
Then lm(Q1) must be the leading monomial of some polynomial P2 in R2 \ {P0, Q1},
and one of the above three case will happen again. Obvious, the third case can happen
finite times. Hence, we can obtain a sequence Q0, P1, Q1, P2, Q2, . . . , Pk, such that Qi is
replaced by Pi in M, lm(Qi) = lm(Pi+1), and Pk is either non-monic or a totally new
polynomial in M.
(a) If Pk is a non-monic polynomial, then after Gaussian elimination, we have d0+dc+
dc1 +dc2 + · · ·+dck−1 ≤ tdeg(Pk)+1+tdeg(P1)+tdeg(P2)+ · · ·+tdeg(Pk−1) = D0,
where ci = cls(Pi). Moreover, before AddReduce we have d0 + dc + dc1 + dc2 +
· · ·+ dck−1 ≥ 2 + tdeg(Q0) + tdeg(Q1) + tdeg(Q2) + · · ·+ tdeg(Qk−1) = D1. Since
lm(Qi) = lm(Pi+1), we have tdeg(Qi) = tdeg(Pi+1), then D1 −D0 = 1. Note that,
the new linear polynomials generated by Gaussian elimination have classes bigger
than c, hence Pk will not be changed after substitutions, which implies that Sum(T )
will decrease.
(b) If Pk is a totally new polynomial in M, then d0+dc+dc1 +dc2 + · · ·+dck−1 +dck ≤
d + 1 + tdeg(P1) + tdeg(P2) + · · · + tdeg(Pk−1) + tdeg(Pk) = D0 after Gaussian
elimination. Before AddReduce, we have d0 + dc + dc1 + dc2 + · · ·+ dck−1 + dck ≥
2+tdeg(Q0)+tdeg(Q1)+tdeg(Q2)+ · · ·+tdeg(Qk−1)+d = D1. Similarly as a), we
have D1−D0 = 1. Moreover, after the following substitutions, we still have d0 ≤ d,
thus Sum(T ) will decrease.
Now we consider Simplify. As proof of Proposition 16, we focus on the linear polynomial
with lowest class in the first iteration of Loop 3. Suppose this linear polynomial is L = xc+l,
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where c = cls(L). Obviously, if dc = d before Simplify, we can prove that Sum(T )
decreases. In the following, consider the case that dc < d. Suppose there is a polynomial
P with class c in M before Simplify. If P + L is a non-monic polynomial, it will not be
changed by the following substitutions. Hence, d0 ≤ tdeg(P ),dc = 1 after Simplify, and
d0 = 1,dc = tdeg(P ) before Simplify, which means Sum(T ) will not increase. If P + L
is a monic polynomial, then it will be in P after the following substitution, and we will
execute AddReduce in the following steps of Triset. Let T0 be the value of Sum(T ) before
Simplify, T1 be the value of Sum(T ) after Simplify and the following substitutions, and
T2 be the value of Sum(T ) after AddReduce and the following substitutions. We will prove
T2 ≤ T0.
• Suppose we obtain a linear polynomial in the Gaussian elimination after AddReduce.
In this case, the above analysis about AddReduce shows that T2 < T
′, where T ′ =
2 + d1 + d2 + · · · + dn and di is the value of di before AddReduce. Obviously, T1 is
equal to k+ d1 + d2 + · · ·+ dn, where k ≥ 2 is the value of d0 after Simplify and the
following substitutions. Hence, T1 ≥ T
′ > T2. Moreover, if k ≤ tdeg(P ), similarly as
the case that P + L is non-monic, we can prove that T0 ≥ T1. Since tdeg(P ) ≥ 2, we
have T0 ≥ T
′. Consequently, T0 ≥ T
′ > T2.
• Suppose we don’t obtain linear polynomials in the Gaussian elimination after AddReduce.
Then as case 2) in the above analysis about AddReduce, lm(P +L) will be the leading
monomial of a polynomial Q0 in P or M after AddReduce and the following Gaussian
elimination. Then, there are three cases: Q0 is a non-monic polynomial; Q0 is a totally
new polynomial in M; a polynomial P1 is replaced by Q0 in M. Similarly as case 2)
in the above analysis about AddReduce, we can prove that T2 ≤ T0.
In summary, we proved that Sum(T ) will decrease strictly after zero decomposition,
and will not increase after AddReduce and Simplify. It means that the depth of the zero
decomposition tree is bounded by (d− 1)n.
Now we consider the complexity of solving one branch for BCSg. Obviously, the dif-
ference of BCS and BCSg is the process of Gaussian elimination. We show that com-
pared to the complexity of other operations in Triset, the complexity of Gaussian elim-
ination is ignorable. We know that Simplify can be executed at most n times, and
zero decomposition can be executed at most (d − 1)n times. Moreover, AddReduce can
happen after zero decomposition or Simplify, hence can be executed at most dn times.
Thus, Gaussian elimination can be executed at most 2dn times. The complexity of Gaus-
sian elimination for n vectors with dimension
∑d
i=2
(
n
d
)
is bounded by O(nd+2). Hence
for BCSg with Choose1 or Choose2, the complexity of solving one branch is bounded by
O(d(m2 + (d − 1)nm) log(n)nd+3) + O(2dnd+3) = O((dm2 + d2nm) log(n)nd+3). Then, we
have the following theorem.
Theorem 19 Let P = {f1, f2, . . . , fm} ⊂ F2[x1, x2, . . . , xn] with tdeg(P) = d be the input
of BCSg, and set the choose function to be Choose1 or Choose2. Then the complexity of
BCSg is bounded by O((dm
2 + d2nm) log(n)nd+32(d−1)n).
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Remark 3 The probability of Sum(T ) increasing after Simplify is very low, and we didn’t
observe this case happened when solving the polynomial systems in our experiments. It
means that when consider experimental complexity, executing Gaussian elimination for M
is redundant, and BCS is more efficient than BCSg. Hence, in the experiments showed in
the next section, we implemented BCS and compared it with other methods.
From the above complexity bounds, we can conclude that the complexity of BCS with
Choose1 or Choose2 is lower than the complexity of MFCS, and it is also lower than the
complexity ofTDCS2, when d < log2m. This is coherent with our experimental observation.
For the Gro¨bner basis method, when d > 2, its complexity is bounded bymO(1)dO(n) (Lazard,
83). When d is small, the complexity of BCS is comparable with this value. According the
above analysis, we think that BCS is suitable for solving polynomial systems with low
degree.
Actually, in a lot of cases, the depth of the zero decomposition tree is much smaller than
(d − 1)n. For example, in practical computation, after Simplify or AddReduce we may
obtain some new linear polynomials or some lower degree monic polynomials, hence d0,di
may decrease, then Sum(T ) decreases much faster. Another example is in the case that
the zero set of the input system is large, which implies the dimensions of monic triangular
sets corresponding to the solutions are big. Suppose we obtain a monic triangular set with
dimension k from one solving branch. This means that after we deal with this solving
branch, k entries of T will be d, thus Sum(T ) ≥ dk + n + 1 − k. Therefore, the depth of
this branch is not larger than (n + 1)d − dk − (n + 1 − k) = (n + 1 − k)(d − 1), and this
value is much less than n(d− 1) when k is big 3.
6. Experimental results
In this section we present some experimental results about BCS. We have implemented
BCS with the C language and the CUDD package (http://vlsi.colorado.edu/ fabio/CUDD)
by which the Boolean polynomials are stored as shared zero-suppressed binary decision
diagrams (Minto, 1993). In our implementation, the Choose function is originated from
Choose2. That is for a polynomial P = Ixc + U , we define an index
(tdeg(I), term(I), term(U), cls(I))
where term(P ) is the number of monomials in P , then choose the polynomial with the
smallest index w.r.t. the lexicographical order. The executable file of our implementation
is available at https://www.researchgate.net/publication/299263561 BCS algirithm. Our ex-
periments were done on a Macbook Pro with a Intel i7 2.7 GHz CPU (only one core is
used), 8G memory, and Mac OS X. We compared BCS with the following three methods
by solving the same polynomial system on the same platform.
3This explains why BCS is much efficient than other algorithms for solving the Matrix problems, which
have large number of solutions, showed in the Section 6.
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(1) The modified MFCS algorithm introduced in Section 3, and used in the experiments of
(Gao and Huang, 2012), which is available at https://www.researchgate.net/publication/
299272409 MFCS algorithm. We denoted it by MFCS1.
(2) The Gro¨bner basis command over Boolean polynomial ring in Magma V2.20-3 with
graded reverse lexicographic order, denoted by GB.
(3) The incremental Gro¨bner basis algorithm, denoted by IGB, implemented in Magma
V2.20-3 by the following codes:
P<x1, . . . ,xn >:=BooleanPolynomialRing(n,“grevlex”);
PS:=[f1, f2, . . . , fm];
for i:=1 to m do
G:=G cat [PS[i]]; G:= GroebnerBasis(G);
end for;
G;
In our experiments, we solved several groups of Boolean polynomial systems which are
generated from some typical algebraic cryptanalysis and reasoning problems. We introduce
these problems specifically.
• Present: a polynomial system originated from the key recovery problem of the block
cipher Present with one pair of known plaintext and ciphertext (Bogdanov et al., 2007).
Here we consider a reduced version of Present which has only 5 rounds. By setting
the 80-bit key as variables {x1, x2, . . . , x80} and adding some internal variables used
to simplify the structure of the systems, we generate a system with 356 variables,
1785 polynomials and degree 2. Then we randomly guessed the value of variables
{x1, x2, . . . , x48}, and obtain the input system of our experiment.
• Serpent: a polynomial system originated from the problem of recovering the initial
key from the 2-round key schedule of the block cipher Serpent. This problem is the
basic problem of the cold boot key recovery problem of Serpent (Albrecht and Cid,
2011; Huang and Lin, 2013). The system has 128 variables which corresponding to
the 128-bit initial key, 256 polynomials and degree 3.
• MayaSbox: a polynomial system originated from the problem of recovering a se-
cret 4-bit Sbox, S : F42 → F
4
2, of the block cipher Maya from its input and output
difference(Borghoff et al., 2013; Liu and Jin, 2014). The variables of this system are
corresponding to the different bits of 16 bytes output S(0000), S(0001), . . . , S(1111),
hence the system has 16×4 = 64 variables. There are 304 polynomials in this system.
64 of them are quadratic polynomials representing the input and output differences,
and 240 of them are polynomials with degree 4, which represent the bijection property
of the Sbox.
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• Canfil: a polynomial system originated from the stream cipher based on a linear feed-
back shift register (LFSR) and a filter function (Fauge`re and Ars, 2003; Gao and Huang,
2012), and has the form
{f(x1, x2, . . . , xn), f(L(x1, x2, . . . , xn)), . . . , f(L
m−1(x1, x2, . . . , xn))}.
For Canfil2, n = 64, m = 60, L(x1, x2, . . . , x64) = (x2, x3, . . . , x40, x38+x35+x22+x12+
x6 + x1), f(x1, x2, . . . , x64) = x6x15 + x1x12 + (x1x6 + 1)x8 + 1, and the degree of the
system is 3. For Canfil8, n = 40, m = 60, L(x1, x2, . . . , x40) = (x2, x3, . . . , x40, x38 +
x35 + x22 + x12 + x6 + x1), f(x1, x2, . . . , x40) = (x26 + x7x12)x32 + x26 + (x12 + 1)x19 +
x1x7x12 + x1x7 + 1, and the degree of the system is 3.
• Biviuma: a polynomial system originated from the problem of recovering the internal
states of stream cipher Bivium-A(Raddum, 2006; Simonetti et al., 2008), which is
a reduced version of stream cipher Trivium. We set the 177-bit internal states as
variables, and add two internal variables at each clock of the cipher. Then by 400-bit
keystream, we generate a quadratic polynomial system with 977 variables and 1062
polynomials from 400-bit keystream.
• Biviumb: a polynomial system originated from the problem of recovering the internal
states of the stream cipher Bivium-B(Raddum, 2006; Eibach and Vo¨lkel, 2010), which
is a reduced version of stream cipher Trivium. By setting the 177-bit internal states
as variables, and using 160-bit keystream, we can generate a polynomial system with
177 variables, 160 polynomials and degree 3. Since this system cannot be solved by
any method in reasonable time, in the experiments, we guessed 33 variables as the
strategy proposed in (Huang and Lin, 2011) to simplify the system.
• Matrix: a polynomial system originated from the Boolean matrix multiplication prob-
lem proposed by Stephen Cook in his invited talk at SAT 2004 (Cook, 2004; Cook and Nguyen,
2010; Gao and Huang, 2012). The problem is that given two k × k Boolean matrices
A and B, prove BA = I from AB = I by reasoning. By setting the entries of A and
B to be 2k2 distinct variables, we can obtain k2 quadratic polynomials from AB = I.
Then the reasoning problem is equivalent to computing the Gro¨bner basis or the zero
decomposition of these polynomials, then checking whether the polynomials generated
by BA = I can be reduced to 0 by the Gro¨bner basis or by every triangular set in
the zero decomposition. In our experiments, the input system is the system consist of
these k2 quadratic polynomials. For Matrix5, the orders of A and B are 5, hence the
system has 50 variables and 25 polynomials. For Matrix6, the orders of A and B are
6, hence the system has 72 variables and 36 polynomials.
Specific instances of these polynomial systems can be found in the benchmarks directory of
the implementation of BCS on https://www.researchgate.net/publication/299263561 BCS
algirithm. In the following table, the time of solving these systems by different methods
are presented. Note that the input polynomial systems of Maxtrix5 and Matrix6 are fixed,
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while the polynomial systems of other problems can be generated by random keys or random
guessing values. Hence in our experiments, except Maxtrix5 and Matrix6, for each problem,
we generated 10 different instances, and the running time presented in the table is the
average time of solving ten instances. In the table, the times are all given in seconds, and ∗
means running over 2 hours without output.
Table 1: Running times
Benchmarks BCS MFCS1 GB IGB
Present 5.97 14.86 138.3 ∗
MayaSbox 0.10 0.24 0.90 ∗
Serpent 0.40 0.47 104.07 5.82
BiviumA 13.52 37.36 2131.90 ∗
BiviumB 14.17 18.45 45.84 ∗
Canfil2 15.36 16.88 ∗ ∗
Canfil8 392.10 ∗ ∗ ∗
Matrix5 0.60 14.29 ∗ ∗
Matrix6 85.44 ∗ ∗ ∗
From the experimental results, we can observe that BCS is the most efficient algorithm
for solving any of these systems. We think that the reason ofBCS being better thanGB and
IGB for solving these systems is that these systems have some block triangular structure,
which means the classes of the polynomials can be divided into different sets. Moreover, for
these systems, m/n (= 0.5 ∼ 5) is not big, such that the degree of regularity will be large
for Gro¨bner Basis algorithms. We do not claim that BCS is faster than GB in all cases.
For instance, the first HFE Challenge, which was solved by the Gro¨bner basis algorithm
(Fauge`re and Joux, 2003), cannot be solved by BCS.
Compared to MFCS1 and MFCS, the mainly advantage of BCS is that the number of
branches is smaller. This can be well explained by analyzing the change of Sum(T ) after
zero decomposition.
• In MFCS, Sum(T ) decreases slowly. For example, suppose there are k polyno-
mial {f1, f2, . . . , fk} with the highest class and highest degree, and tdeg(init(f1)) =
tdeg(init(f2)) = · · · = tdeg(init(fk)). Suppose we have executed zero decomposition
w.r.t. f1. Then, Sum(T ) will not change after the next k − 1 times of decomposition
were finished. The reason is that we will choose f2, . . . , fk to do zero decomposition,
and d0,d1, . . . ,dn will not change. As mentioned in Section 5, in the worst case,
the depth of the zero decomposition tree of MFCS can reach the bound proposed in
Proposition 13.
• In MFCS1, Sum(T ) decrease faster than in MFCS. For example, if P is the poly-
nomial with shortest initial, then after choosing P to do zero decomposition, in a lot
of cases, init(P ) will also be the polynomial with shortest initial, hence d0 will de-
crease. However, there are still some cases that Sum(T ) doesn’t decrease after zero
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decomposition. For example, if init(P ) is monic, and dc < tdeg(init(P )), c = cls(P ),
since we don’t compute add-remainder and AddReduce will be executed until all poly-
nomials are monic, then in the following process, we may choose a polynomial Q with
tdeg(Q) ≥ tdeg(P ) to do zero decomposition. It means that dc will not change and
d0 will not decrease, hence Sum(T ) will not decrease.
• In BCS, from Section 5, we know that if the choose function is Choose1(or Choose2),
Sum(T )(or Sum(T ′)) strictly decreases after zero-decomposition, which means we
don’t have “useless” decomposition in BCS, hence the number of branches is smallest.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we present an improved characteristic set algorithm BCS to solve Boolean
polynomial systems. This algorithm is based on the idea of eliminating variables by addition
and some important techniques. We introduce the idea of the zero decomposition tree, by
which we convert the problem of estimating the complexity of BCS into estimating the
complexity of solving one branch and the depth of the tree. We define an index vector
about the lowest degree of the non-monic polynomials and monic polynomials with different
classes, and give some bounds about the depth of the zero decomposition tree by analyzing
the variation of Sum(T ), which is the sum of the entries of this index vector. In this way,
we obtain some bit-size complexity bounds of BCS, which are lower than those of previous
characteristic set algorithms. Moreover, by Sum(T ), we illustrate how the techniques we
used in BCS effect the depth of the zero decomposition tree. Furthermore, we test BCS
by solving some polynomial systems generated from cryptanalysis and reasoning problems.
Experimental results show that BCS is more efficient than the previous characteristic set
algorithms for solving all these systems.
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